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[1] Spatial characteristics of cloud objects derived from 14 months of CloudSat data are
analyzed with the aim of understanding global statistics for atmospheric convection. This
study uses meteorological fields provided by NASA’s Modern Era Reanalysis for
Research and Applications (MERRA) and the European Center’s ERA‐Interim reanalysis
to determine environmental conditions for the cloud objects. Width and aspect ratio
statistics for clouds of likely convective origin are presented. Cloud object heights are
compared with predictions from entraining plume models. A major finding of this study is
that actual cloud depths are usually more than 50% smaller than those predicted by the
plume models. This holds for a range of entrainment rate specifications, including rates
based on observed cloud widths. A technique for isolating “mature” convective clouds
based on their shape is proposed. When this technique is used to select objects, the
comparison with the entraining plume model improves dramatically. Another result
from this analysis is power law behavior in the cloud width distribution derived from
CloudSat objects. After accounting for the difference between one‐dimensional and
two‐dimensional sampling, the slope of the CloudSat distribution appears consistent with
that found in earlier studies’ cloud imagery. However, when clouds are selected using a
minimum depth criterion, the resulting population is sharply peaked at widths close to this
minimum depth. Finally, a weakly trimodal distribution of convective cloud depths is
found, consistent with results from Johnson et al. (1999).

Citation: Bacmeister, J. T., and G. L. Stephens (2011), Spatial statistics of likely convective clouds in CloudSat data,
J. Geophys. Res., 116, D04104, doi:10.1029/2010JD014444.

1. Introduction

[2] Statistical representation of convection in large‐scale
models has not been successful despite decades of intensive
research [Randall et al., 2003]. One obstacle has been
insufficient global information on the spatiotemporal dis-
tribution of convection. The advent of satellite‐borne active
radar sampling of clouds and precipitation has begun to
erode this obstacle. The cloud profiling radar (CPR) in the
CloudSat instrument, in particular, is providing a wealth of
new information on vertical cloud structures, which could
shed light on the nature of convective motions in the
atmosphere. At the same time, global atmospheric model
resolutions are increasing to the point where a clear scale
separation between convective and grid‐scale motions is
questionable. This makes obtaining reasonable convective
cloud statistics all the more important for future model
development.
[3] Cloud fields in a global forecast model have been

evaluated using CloudSat data [Bodas‐Salcedo et al., 2008].

Bodas‐Salcedo et al. [2008] find reasonable qualitative
agreement between observed midlatitude cloud systems and
those simulated in the UK Meteorological Office global
forecast model. Intense small‐scale structures seen in the
CloudSat observations are not reproduced directly. How-
ever, using statistical techniques to generate subgrid cloud
structures consistent with the model mean fields [Klein and
Jakob, 1999; Webb et al., 2001] realistic looking cloud
fields are produced. Nevertheless, even with this additional
synthetic variability, tropical cloud systems in the model
were not well captured.
[4] The principal aim of this study is to characterize the

horizontal and vertical structure of convective clouds in
CloudSat data, and its relationship to large‐scale measures
of convective instability. To do this we will make extensive
use of entraining plume models. These models, although
simple, have been and continue to be important tools in the
development of convection parameterizations, as well as,
in the analysis of atmospheric convective motions [e.g.,
Turner, 1962; Simpson and Wiggert, 1969; Arakawa and
Schubert, 1974; Moorthi and Suarez, 1992; Zhang and
McFarlane, 1995; Lin and Arakawa, 1997a, 1997b; Gregory,
2001; Siebesma et al., 2003; Luo et al., 2010]. We will show
that steady state plume models capture some aspects of
convective cloud variability but miss others. In addition, we
hope our results will provide information for better represen-
tation of convection in subcolumn generators [e.g., Raisanen
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et al., 2004; Pincus et al., 2005; Larson, 2007; Norris et al.,
2008] for use in global models.
[5] Meteorological variables for this study will be obtained

from the Modern Era Reanalysis for Research and Appli-
cations (MERRA) conducted by NASA’s Global Modeling
and Assimilation Office (GMAO) and from the European
Center forMediumRangeWeather Forecasting ERA‐Interim
reanalysis. Meteorological analyses differ, particularly in
their representations of atmospheric water vapor. MERRA is
somewhat moister than ERA‐Interim in the tropics, particu-
larly between 850 and 600 hPa [Bosilovich, 2009]. However,
the main conclusions of this study, which depend on rela-
tively crude estimates of atmospheric stability, do not depend
on which of these reanalyses is used. It is of course possible
that similar systematic biases exist in both systems in con-
vective regions. We will not address this possibility in a
conclusive fashion in this study, but the relative insensitivity
of the results to the reanalysis used is at least encouraging.
Reanalyses alsomiss potentially important subgrid variability
in boundary layer properties [e.g.,Khairoutdinov and Randall,
2006] and midtropospheric humidity [e.g., Holloway and
Neelin, 2009]. Such variability could have large impacts on
plume model calculations. We emphasize that this study will
not attempt to directly evaluate the performance of cloud and
convection schemes in either reanalysis.
[6] The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we

will describe the data sets and analysis methods used,
including the entraining plume models that will be used to
examine the convective properties of the environment near
objects. Section 3 will describe statistics of cloud objects.
First, comparison with earlier studies using CloudSat are
shown. Then distributions of cloud widths, aspect ratios and
heights are examined. Height statistics are compared to the
predictions of the plume models. Sensitivity of the main
results to the different reanalyses and to plume model
uncertainties is discussed in section 3.6. In section 4 we
summarize the conclusions of our study and discuss impli-
cations of the results.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Reanalyses

[7] Tropical humidity is expected to play a major role in
determining the convective instability of the atmosphere. It
is also a difficult quantity for atmospheric data assimilation
systems to estimate. In order to assess the impact of these
uncertainties we use two different reanalysis products to
obtain meteorological backgrounds for the calculations
presented here. The bulk of the results shown here were
obtained using NASA’s Modern Era Reanalysis for
Research and Applications (MERRA). However, most of
the results were rederived using the ERA‐Interim reanalysis.
We will show that key results are insensitive to the choice of
reanalysis.
2.1.1. MERRA
[8] MERRA used the Goddard Earth Observing System

version 5 (GEOS5) data assimilation system (DAS), which
couples NCEP’s grid point statistical interpolation (GSI)
with the GEOS5 atmospheric general circulation model
(AGCM) to produce atmospheric analyses of winds, tem-
perature, humidity surface pressure, and ozone on a global

0.5° × 0.666° grid. The MERRA period spans the era of
modern satellite observations (1979 to the present). The
performance of MERRA has been closely monitored and
compared with other major atmospheric reanalyses includ-
ing JRA25, NCEP‐2, ERA40 and ERA‐interim [Bosilovich,
2009]. Biases in analyzed quantities are thought to compa-
rable with those in other reanalyses. A complete description
of the MERRA system and its development is given by
Rienecker et al. [2008]. For this study we will use 6‐hourly
instantaneous MERRA analysis fields on their native hori-
zontal and vertical grid.
2.1.2. ERA‐Interim
[9] The ERA‐Interim system was recently developed at

the European Center for Medium‐Range Weather Fore-
casting (ECMWF). It specifically targets the atmospheric
hydrological cycle, and includes an improved analysis of
humidity [Simmons et al., 2007]. Here we will use the ERA‐
Interim winds, temperature, and specific humidity on native
model vertical levels on a 512 × 256 Gaussian horizontal
grid. These fields are provided every 6 hours.

2.2. CloudSat Measurements

[10] The CloudSat cloud profiling radar (CPR) [Stephens
et al., 2002, 2008] was launched on 28 April 2006 and
has been operating since 2 June 2006. CloudSat flies in the
A‐Train constellation of satellites. It operates at 95 GHz and
has a sensitivity of −30 dBZ. Radar reflectivities are sam-
pled every 240 m and have a vertical resolution of around
480 m. Profile spacing is approximately 1 km along track
with a volume resolution of 1.8 km along track and 1.5 km
cross track. TheA‐train constellation is in a Sun‐synchronous
orbit with equator crossings at around 0130 and 1330 local
time. In this study we will use the 2B‐GEOPROF (R04)
radar reflectivity product [Mace et al., 2007; Marchand
et al., 2008]. We use only reflectivities associated with a
“CPR_cloud_mask” value >20 indicating high confidence in
the retrieval.
[11] As a consequence of the A‐train orbit, adjacent

CloudSat tracks are separated by more than 1000 km at
the equator. This means that while along track resolution of
the data is high, no direct information on small scales in the
cross‐track direction is available. As long as the convective
cloud systems in this study do not posses high and sys-
tematic anisotropy relative to CloudSat tracks, the sampling
pattern of CloudSat should not produce major biases in the
spatial statistics examined here. Collocated MODIS/AQUA
imagery could provide constraints on the two‐dimensional
(2‐D) horizontal structure of vertically integrated cloud
quantities. A careful analysis of this 2‐D horizontal structure
will not be attempted here. However, visual examination of
MODIS imagery does not suggest the existence of such
anisotropy in tropical cloud systems. Other studies using
cloud photographs and MODIS imagery have indicated a
mean cloud horizontal aspect ratio of around 2 with no
systematic orientation of features [Benner and Curry, 1998].
[12] In this study we will use data from the first 15 months

of the CloudSat mission; July 2006 to September 2007.
While the analysis of large quantities of data adds confi-
dence to the robustness of our results, we should note that all
of our main conclusions are quite clear in analyses of single
months of data.
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2.3. Analysis Methods

[13] We will use an object‐based approach to analyze the
CloudSat reflectivity data. Cloud objects have been used
previously by Xu et al. [2005] to analyze satellite data from
the CERES instrument. Riley and Mapes [2009] have
independently developed an object‐based procedure for
analyzing CloudSat data. The CloudSat clustering analysis
of Wang and Sassen [2007] also appears to be similar to the
approach here. The object concept is intuitively appealing
for the analysis of convective clouds, because their scales
are expected to be small compared to other important
atmospheric length scales. Furthermore, an object‐based
approach largely sidesteps the confusion that often arises in
analyses of high‐resolution cloud data due to varying defi-
nitions of areal averages. Statistics compiled from the object
database will be completely grid independent.
2.3.1. Cloud Objects
[14] Objects are defined simply by identifying the area

enclosed by a particular threshold contour in the 2B‐
GEOPROF reflectivity data. A portion of a CloudSat
granule (essentially one complete orbit of data) and its
decomposition into objects is shown in Figure 1. The orig-
inal reflectivity data is shown in Figure 1 (top). The segment
spans a horizontal distance of about 1000 km. The largest 7
objects in this segment identified by our algorithm are
shown as colored regions in Figure 1 (middle). A close‐up
of the largest object is shown in Figure 1 (bottom). The
object can be thought of as a stack of horizontal slices or
“ribs” with geometric centers at the solid circles. The hori-
zontal ({n) and vertical (ln) indices of these center points,
along with the horizontal span of each rib Din are used to
calculate spatial characteristics for each object (Figure 1,
bottom). To convert from index dimensions to lengths we
use Dz, the vertical range bin separation of ≈240 m and Ds,
the along‐track spacing between profiles ≈1079 m. Objects
may contain multiple lobes or branches, as well as holes,
like the blue object in Figure 1 (middle).
[15] We calculate an object cross‐sectional area

Vk ¼
XMk

n¼1

DinDsDz; ð1Þ

where Mk is the number of centers in the kth object.
Although not strictly correct, we will refer to Vk as cloud
“volume” to avoid confusion with the more common usage
of cloud area, which refers to areal coverage in the hori-
zontal plane. From the volume and depth we determine an
effective width for the kth object; weff,k = Vk/Dk. The
quantities weff,k and Dk (Figure 1, bottom) thus define the
dimensions of an equivalent rectangular object with the same
volume as the original object. Note that Dk is the maximum
possible vertical distance spanned by the object, no require-
ments on overlap are made. A cloud base width wcb is
determined in similar fashion by calculating the volume
between the cloud baseHcb andHcb + 2000m. This volume is
then divided by 2000 m, or by the cloud depth if it is smaller
than 2000 m. Finally a maximum horizontal extent wsup is
determined for each object. This is simply the distance
between the first pixel and the last pixel sampled in each
object, regardless of their vertical locations. These length
scales are shown in Figure 1 (bottom) and summarized in
Table 1.

[16] We also define a reflectivity “profile” for the kth
object,

Zk lnð Þ ¼ 1

Din

X{nþDin=2

j¼{n�Din=2

Z j; lnð Þ; ð2Þ

where Z(j, ln) are the original radar reflectivities from the
2BGEOPROF granule (in dBZ). Note that Zk (ln) is not a
profile in the usual sense. The coordinate ln may repeat
values if the object has multiple lobes or holes. This profile
is used in section 3 to compile object‐based, height‐
reflectivity PDFs.
[17] The object mean of any quantity defined at the

centers ({n, ln)k is defined as the average of the center values
weighted by Din. To determine environmental meteorolog-
ical profiles associated with each object, we linearly inter-
polate reanalysis data to object‐mean latitude b�k, longitudeb�k and measurement time btk. Although some objects may
span distances comparable to, or larger than, the grid
spacing of the analysis fields, we will use only one set of
meteorological profiles per object.
[18] Our analysis can use any reflectivity threshold con-

tours to define objects. In this study we will focus on results
derived using the −25 dBZ threshold. The −25 dBZ contour
encloses almost all condensate measured by CloudSat.
Below we will show that cloud fraction statistics for objects
defined by this threshold resemble those for “condensate
fraction” in earlier studies. We chose to use radar re-
flectivities rather than the cloud feature mask in anticipation
of future studies examining convective intensity.
2.3.2. Entraining Plume Models
[19] Cloud depths or heights determined from our objects

can be easily compared with results from an entraining
plume model. The entraining plume concept has been a
central idea in the analysis of convective motion in fluids for
nearly a century. The well known study of Simpson and
Wiggert [1969] is perhaps the earliest to apply an entrain-
ing plume model in a quantitative study of tropical con-
vection. Entraining plumes are the conceptual model
underpinning most of the mass‐flux‐based deep convection
schemes used in current climate models [e.g., Arakawa and
Schubert, 1974; Moorthi and Suarez, 1992; Zhang and
McFarlane, 1995; Gregory, 2001]. Here we will employ
two steady state plume models described by

@z� ¼ �c�; ð3Þ

where � is vertical plume mass flux and lc is an entrainment
rate.
[20] Our two plume models are; “R plume” based on the

simple plume model used by Simpson and Wiggert [1969]
with entrainment inversely related to plume radius; and “Z
plume” based on later studies suggesting an inverse rela-
tionship between height and entrainment [e.g., Gregory,
2001].
[21] Simpson and Wiggert [1969] assume that entrainment

rates are inversely related to plume radius. Our R plume
model uses entrainment calculated with

�c ¼ �
0:2

rc
; ð4Þ
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where a is a free parameter. A value of a = 1 gives the
relationship used by Simpson and Wiggert [1969]. We will
show later that larger a may improve agreement with
CloudSat object heights.

[22] This simple scaling between cloud radius and
entrainment has been called in to question by numerous
researchers [e.g., Siebesma and Cuijpers, 1995; Lin and
Arakawa, 1997a, 1997b; Siebesma et al., 2003; Kuang and

Figure 1. Radar reflectivity and cloud objects. (top) Radar reflectivity data taken on 15 July 2006 (granule
number 1133). The segment spans a latitude range from 9°N to 18°N and is centered around 137°E. (middle)
Color‐coded objects enclosed by the −25 dBZ contour. (bottom) A close‐up of the red object in Figure 1
(middle). Thin black lines represent horizontal “ribs” spanning the area enclosed by −25 dBZ reflectiv-
ities. The solid circles are the centers of the ribs. Length scales of interest in this analysis are shown as
thick red arrows. Values of these length scales in this example are weff = 55 km, wcb = 21 km, wsup =
138 km, D = 15 km and Hcb = 0.8 km. Shaded box near the bottom of the object in Figure 1 (bottom)
contains the bottom 2000 m of the cloud used to determine wcb.
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Bretherton, 2006]. Most investigators agree that entrainment
should be strong near cloud base and decrease with altitude.
Our Z plume model uses entrainment inversely related to
height above cloud base,

�c ¼ �cb
Dent

z� Hcb½ � þ Dent

� �
; ð5Þ

where �cb is the entrainment rate at cloud base, and Dent is a
depth scale that controls how rapidly entrainment decreases
with height. Current ideas, based principally on LES simu-
lations of shallow convection, suggest very large entrainment
rates near cloud base with values of �cb∼2.5 × 10−3 m−1 or
250% km−1 [e.g., Lin and Arakawa, 1997a, 1997b; Gregory,
2001].
[23] The in‐cloud profile of any conserved quantity h is

determined by

@z�hc ¼ �c�he; ð6Þ

where hc is the in‐cloud profile of h and he is the environ-
mental profile. The detrainment is assumed to be zero
everywhere except at cloud top.Moist static energy, h = cp T+
gz + Lq is approximately conserved in convective motions.
This quantity will be used to estimate other plume properties
such as buoyancy.
[24] Once environmental profiles, cloud base properties

and an entrainment profile lc are chosen for each object, we
solve (6) numerically to give the in‐plume moist static
energy profile hc. Figure 2 shows moist static energy pro-
files calculated for a convectively unstable environment
using R plumes with a = 1 and four different rc = 10,000,
5000, 2500 and 1000 m. The plumes in Figure 2 are laun-
ched from the surface layer using environmental T and q at
that level to determine the starting (or cloud base) value of
h The largest plume, rc = 10,000 m (cyan curve) has nearly
constant in‐cloud moist static energy. As plume radius
decreases entrainment drives the in‐cloud profiles hc (colored
curves) more rapidly toward the environmental profile he
(dashed curve).
[25] The buoyancy of air within the plume is approxi-

mated by

Bc ¼ g
hc � h*e

h*e
; ð7Þ

where h*e is the environmental saturated moist static energy
cpT + gz + Lqsat. We use the buoyancy profile to define a
plume depth scale

Q ¼ zdet �c; zbð Þ � zb; ð8Þ

where zdet (lc; zb)* is the highest level of positive buoyancy
for a plume with entrainment lc and cloud‐base level zb. For
example the 1000 m plume in Figure 2 (red curve) would be
assigned Q ≈ 8600 m despite encountering a lower level of
zero buoyancy near 5000 m after passing its level of free
convection (LFC) near 1000 m. Note that to take crude
account of additional buoyancy due to glaciation, we have

Figure 2. Profiles of moist static energy relevant to
entraining plume model. Solid black line is environmental
profile of saturated moist static energy h* = cpT + gz + Lqsat.
Dashed black line is environmental moist static energy.
Colored lines are in‐plume moist static energy profiles
calculated using equation (8) with various plume radii:
red, rc = 1000 m; green, rc = 2500 m; blue, rc = 5000 m;
and cyan, rc = 10,000 m.

Table 1. Object Quantitiesa

Name Symbol Short Description Units

Mean profile number {n Mean horizontal index of nth object rib within original 2B‐GEOPROF granule
Vertical index ln Vertical index of nth rib center
Reflectivity profile Zk (ln) Radar reflectivity averaged along object “ribs” dBZ
Cloud top height Ht meters
Cloud base height Hcb meters
Cloud depth D Cloud top height minus base height meters
Cloud volume V Cross‐sectional area of object in granule m2

Effective cloud width weff Cloud volume divided by depth meters
Effective cloud base width wcb Volume within 2000 m of cloud base divided by smaller of 2000 m or cloud depth meters
Maximum width wsup Length of object projection along CloudSat track meters
Detrainment index Id Maximum width over cloud base width

aRefer to Figure 1 (bottom) for examples of length scales.
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used L appropriate for vapor to ice transitions. The effects of
this discussed further in section 3.6.
[26] This approach gives an easily implemented and

intuitively reasonable upper bound on plume depths. The
obvious alternative is to choose the first level of no buoy-
ancy above the LFC. In practice this choice is more difficult
to implement due to the occurrence of thin layers of mar-
ginally positive buoyancy immediately above the LFC. In
order to account for possibility of fine vertical structure
within the boundary layer we initiate plumes in each level
between the surface and around 1000 m altitude in the
reanalysis fields. In the following, Q will refer to the
maximum buoyancy depth obtained from these launch
levels using a given plume model.
[27] An initial characterization of the surface‐driven

convective instability associated with each cloud object, is
obtained by examining the depth of plumes with radius rc =
10,000 m or lc = 2% km−1. As seen in Figure 2, such
plumes are close to an upper limit on the depth of surface‐
driven, convective plumes. The plume depth derived from
the R plume model with rc = 10,000 m will be denoted by
Qmax. This quantity will be used to characterize convective
instability in the reanalysis fields.

3. Basic Statistics of Cloud Objects

3.1. Comparison With Earlier Studies

[28] In Figure 3 we show joint reflectivity‐height PDFs
for three subsets of cloud objects, defined using a reflec-
tivity threshold of −25 dBZ. The joint PDFs are calculated
by summing occurrences of Zk(ln) (equation (2)) weighted
by Din in height‐reflectivity bins. For this purpose it is
appropriate to use averages calculated from reflectivities
in dBZ, or strictly speaking averages of log reflectivity.
Reflectivity is a highly skewed quantity. Its mean along an
object rib will tend to be significantly higher than its modal
value, which should represent the main contribution to the
reflectivity‐height PDF from each object. The distribution of
log reflectivity is closer to normal, with mean and mode in
closer agreement.
[29] Our procedure gives joint reflectivity‐height PDFs

similar to earlier results from convectively active regimes

such as the Pacific warm pool [Bodas‐Salcedo et al., 2008],
and the eastern Pacific and convectively active periods in
the Bay of Bengal [Zuidema and Mapes, 2008]. A peak in
reflectivity close to 10 dBZ occurs near 5 km in all three
PDFs. The location of this peak near the freezing level
results from an optimal combination of large reflectivities
from liquid cloud particles, and minimal attenuation from
overlying precipitating particles. Ship‐ or ground‐based
radar measurements do not show the pronounced peak in
reflectivity at the freezing level [Stephens and Wood, 2007;
Zuidema and Mapes, 2008]. The joint PDF in Figure 3c is
compiled using only Qmax, i.e., reanalysis meteorological
data, to select objects in convectively active regimes. It is
encouraging that this procedure yields results like those
obtained with geographically based binning.
[30] Cloud fractions are not a natural quantity in an

object‐based analysis such as this. We obtain fractions by
reconstructing the outline of each cloud object on the time‐
height grid of its original CloudSat granule. The area
contained within the outlines is given a value of 1, with
zeroes everywhere else. This reconstructed cloud indicator
can then be used to define fractions in a specified interval
along the CloudSat track. We chose to calculate fractions
relative to a long‐track interval of 100 km since this is
representative of grid sizes in current climate models
[Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2008]. These
track‐based fractions are then accumulated and averaged in
a 1.25° × 1° global grid over 6 months.
[31] Results of this reconstructed fraction for August 2006

are shown in Figure 4. The results are similar to those
obtained in a more straightforward fashion by directly
gridding CloudSat 2BGEOPROF data [e.g., Bodas‐Salcedo
et al., 2008; Kahn et al., 2008; Stephens et al., 2008]. Using
our cloud object data to produce the plot in Figure 4 is of
course unnecessarily convoluted. This result is shown here
to demonstrate that results similar to those from grid‐based
analyses can be obtained, albeit indirectly, from an object‐
based approach.

3.2. Object Counts and Univariate PDFs

[32] Table 2 shows counts of cloud objects for August
2006. The average number of objects per granule depends

Figure 3. Height‐reflectivity joint PDFs for August 2006 for different populations of objects: (a) West-
ern Pacific Warm pool (20°S–20°N, 100°E–160°E), (b) East Pacific (5°S–15°N,102°W–82°W), and
(c) all objects for which Qmax > 14,000 m. Units of the joint PDFs are relative frequency.
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on the threshold contour used to define the objects. For
−25 dBZ the average count is close to 1800 objects per
granule. Of these close to 40% are determined to have a
volume equal to only one 240 × 1079 m2 CloudSat sampling
volume. Such objects will be eliminated from further anal-
ysis. Based on our examination of August 2006, this should
produce no significant changes to the results presented here.
As seen in Table 2 the object count decreases rapidly as the
threshold contour is made higher.
[33] Figure 5 shows the total probability density functions

(PDFs) of cloud object effective width weff and cloud object
volume Vk for 15 months of CloudSat data. Both of these
basic object properties exhibit clear power law behavior at
with f ∼ weff

−1.5 to weff
−2 (Figure 5a) and f ∼ ∼V−3/2 (Figure 5b).

The PDF of weff in Figure 5a shows evidence of a weak
scale break near weff = 10 km that could be have implica-
tions for parameterization purposes. Other studies have
found power law behavior for cloud size in LES simulations
[Neggers et al., 2003], as well as in observations [Benner
and Curry, 1998]. The size distribution of clouds with
widths >1 km in both of these studies is described by steeper
power laws than seen here. Benner and Curry [1998] report
slopes from −2.1 to −4.5 with typical values steeper than −3.
The discrepancy between these results and ours maybe due,
in part, to the fact that our clouds are sampled along 1‐D
trajectories, whereas the earlier studies examine cloud fields
in a 2‐D sample. For approximately uniform spatial dis-
tributions in 2‐D the frequencies should be related according
to f1D ∼

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2D

p
. Thus, our −1.5 to −2 power law for 1‐D

sampling would correspond to −3 to −4 power laws for 2‐D
sampling. Considering that our width range also extends to
much wider clouds weff � 10 km than examined in the
previous studies it appears that our results are not incon-
sistent with those in earlier studies.

3.3. Geographical Distribution of Deep Clouds
and Convective Instability

[34] Figure 6 shows a map of averaged Qmax for August
2006 compared with a map of the maximum cloud object
depths D encountered in 1.25° × 1.0° grid boxes during the

same month. The maps show a close correspondence in the
tropics, especially over ocean. In the extratropics, large
areas of deep clouds exist in regions with low convective
instability. We speculate that these deep clouds are associ-
ated with fronts and/or slantwise convection in extratropical
disturbances.
[35] In order to simplify interpretation, the rest of this

analysis will focus on clouds over “tropical” (25°S to 25°N)
oceans. This largely eliminates the extratropical deep clouds
seen in Figure 6 and will remove possible biases over land
introduced by CloudSat’s twice‐daily, fixed local time
sampling. The impact of restricting consideration to tropical
oceans can be seen in Figure 7, which shows joint PDFs of
Qmax and D accumulated over the first 15 months of
CloudSat data. Over tropical ocean (Figures 7c and 7d), it
appears Qmax can be safely interpreted as an upper limit on
the depth of cloud objects, except for very low values of
Qmax (<2000 m), where a small but obvious population of
objects with D >Qmax is found. Maps of this population (not
shown) indicate that it is concentrated near the poleward
edges of our “tropical” domain. We suspect that these
objects are associated with occasional penetrations of mid-
latitude systems into the subtropics. A total count of the
objects in each of the subsets considered in Figure 7 is
shown in Table 3.
[36] Figures 7c and 7d exclude cloud objects whose cloud

base heights (Hcb) are above 3000 m. This restricts attention
to cloud objects with roots relatively near the surface, and is
more consistent with the launch levels used to calculate Q.
The major impact of this additional condition is to eliminate

Figure 4. Zonally averaged, object‐derived cloud fraction for August 2006.

Table 2. Mean Number of Objects per CloudSat Granule

Threshold
Reflectivity

Number of Objects
(Number Larger Than 1 Pixel)

−25 dbZ 1835 (1033)
−10 dbZ 836 (657)
0 dbZ 580 (422)
10 dbZ 265 (194)
20 dbZ 13 (7)
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a large number of thin objects in highly unstable environ-
ments. A large drop in the number objects withQmax ≈ 15 km
and D < 3 km occurs, from well over 10,000 per bin to
around 2000 per bin. These could be, for example, sections
of anvil cloud ejected by updrafts that were not sampled by
CloudSat. With this restriction on cloud base heights, D is
roughly equal to cloud top height as well as thickness. In the
following analysis we will apply a limit of Hcb < 3000 m on
objects whenever direct comparisons between D and Q are
made, such as in the calculation of joint D‐Q PDFs.
[37] A comparison of Figures 7c and 7d also illustrates the

relative unimportance of the reanalysis used in the weakly
entraining plume calculation. The joint PDF in Figure 7d is
constructed using ERA‐Interim reanalysis fields instead of

MERRA. MERRA is known to be moister than other
reanalyses in the tropical midtroposphere [Bosilovich, 2009].
This difference may be of more significance for plumes with
higher entrainment, as will be shown in section 3.6.
Nevertheless, even for these plumes the uncertainties in
plume height due to potential reanalysis biases are unim-
portant compared to other uncertainties.

3.4. Cloud Heights and Aspect Ratios

[38] Figures 8a and 8b show joint PDFs of cloud‐top
height Ht and weff. Figures 8c and 8d show the deviations
from the background PDFs defined by applying a 1‐2‐1
smoother to the log frequencies shown in Figures 8a and 8b.
The smoothing is applied 5 times, and the resulting back-

Figure 5. (a) PDF of effective width weff and (b) volume Vk for cloud objects from July 2006 to
September 2007. The dashed lines in Figure 5a show power law curves with exponents of −1.5 and
2.0. Note scale break in Figure 5a indicated by a slash at weff ≈ 10 km.

Figure 6. (left) Maximum cloud object depth Dk and (right) average plume‐based instability depth as a
function of latitude and longitude for August 2006.
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ground log PDFs are subtracted from the raw log PDFs. This
procedure is merely meant to highlight “ridges” in the raw
PDFs.
[39] Figures 8a and 8c show results for the entire tropical

ocean population of cloud objects. Figures 8b and 8d show
results for cloud objects for which Qmax > 14,000 m, i.e.,
clouds in highly unstable environments. No restriction on
Hcb was used in making Figure 8. Three groups of cloud are
evident in Figure 8, one with tops near 3 km, one with tops
between 5 and 10 km and a deep mode with tops above
12 km. The middle grouping is the least well defined, but
appears as a reasonably robust ridge‐like feature for weff less

Figure 7. Joint PDFs of observed cloud depths D (horizontal) and plume‐based instability depth Qmax

(vertical) for 15 months, July 2006 through September 2007. (a) Result for entire data set, (b) ocean only,
(c) tropical ocean only restricted to objects possessing cloud basesHcb < 3000 m, and (d) same as Figure 7c
but for ERA‐interim reanalysis. Bins of DD × Q = 10002 m2 are used.

Table 3. Percentage of Cloud Objects in Various Subgroups
Compiled Over 15 Months of CloudSat Measurements, July
2006 Through September 2007a

Subset Percentage (%)

Ocean only 64.6
Tropical ocean only 19.0
Tropical ocean with bases below

3000 m
10.4

aObjects are defined using the −25 dBZ contour. Only objects with
volume greater than 1 pixel are considered. A total of 5,946,402 objects
was compiled.
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than 75 km. These groups appear to correspond to the three
modes of tropical convection identified by Johnson et al.
[1999]; cumulus, cumulus congestus, and cumulonimbus.
The PDFs in Figure 8 appear to deviate from the results of
Johnson et al. [1999] in that the deep or high population is
quite large with respect to the other two. Johnson et al.
[1999] based their conclusions on precipitation radar and
photographic estimates of cloud heights. While not explic-
itly stated in their paper, it appears that the clouds analyzed
by Johnson et al. [1999] were predominantly features with
bases near the PBL. Therefore a fairer comparison with their
results may require a restriction on Hcb such as that used in
Figure 7d.
[40] Figure 9 shows joint distributions of cloud depths D

and weff compiled over tropical oceans from objects with

Hcb < 3000 m. An immediate and perhaps surprising con-
clusion from Figure 9 is that clouds with aspect ratios D/weff

substantially greater than 1 are rare. This is not evident in
the Ht‐weff PDFs shown in Figure 8. The correspondence
between populations in the D‐weff and Ht‐weff PDFs and
the trimodal structure of Johnson et al. [1999] is now
clearer. The deep convective, or cumulonimbus, population
in Figure 9 follows a curve close to D/weff ≈ 1 up to a depth
of around 15 km, where it spreads into large widths prob-
ably associated with anvil formation. A large number of
high clouds seen in Figure 8 have disappeared. These high
clouds evidently contained many geometrically thin clouds
that were eliminated by the restriction on Hcb, i.e., whose
bases were well above the surface. The overall frequency of
cloud depths, i.e., the marginal distribution obtained by

Figure 8. Joint PDFs of cloud object cloud top height Ht,k (vertical axis) and effective width weff,k

(horizontal axis) for June 2006 to September 2007 over tropical oceans: (a) all objects and (b) objects
for which Qmax,k > 14,000 m. (c and d) Departures from logarithmically smoothed PDFs to identify
peaks in the population (see text). Distribution is shown in terms of number of objects per height‐width
bin. Bin dimensions are 1000 m in height and 4000 m in width.
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integrating the D‐weff PDFs in weff shown as the thick line
on right side of Figures 9a and 9b, now appears closer to that
discussed by Johnson et al. [1999]. Deep clouds are rare in
number compared to the shallower congestus and shallow
cumulus populations.
[41] The shallow cumulus branch in Figures 9a and 9c

contains cloud objects with a large range of widths, from
0 to 200 km. Figure 10 examines the geographic distribution
of these shallow clouds. As might be expected, for large
widths (Figure 10a) there is a clear geographical association
with subtropical stratus or stratocumulus clouds. The dis-
tribution of these objects is similar to that obtained by Xu
et al. [2008] using different satellite data sets. For interme-
diate widths (15–20 km) the cloud objects are distributed
over a somewhat broader area, but still concentrate around

the edges of the stratocumulus domains. At small widths the
shallow cloud objects concentrate in areas where deep
convection is also expected. This is again consistent with a
trimodal population of clouds in convective regions, as
discussed by Johnson et al. [1999]. Overall, the distributions
of St, StCu and shallow cumulus in Figure 10 seem con-
sistent with those derived from other measurements, despite
concerns about CloudSat’s ability to sample the lowest
1500 m of the atmosphere.
[42] The marginal distributions of weff obtained by inte-

grating the jointD‐weff PDFs overDk are shown in Figure 11.
They are power laws with −1.5 to −2 slopes nearly identical
to that of the global PDF of weff shown in Figure 5. Again
only a weak scale break around weff ≈ 10 km is arguably
present in the full PDF (thin black lines Figures 11a and

Figure 9. Same as Figure 8 but for cloud depth or thickness D instead of cloud top height. Note that a
restriction on cloud base height Hcb < 3000 m was used in constructing these PDFs. Thick black lines on
right sides of Figures 9a and 9b show marginal distributions of D. Marginals are plotted over the range of
103 to 106 objects per 1000 m depth bin. Axes are visible above top plots.
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11b). However, when restrictions on the minimum depth or
thickness of cloud objects are imposed, the weff PDFs
become strongly peaked at weff ∼Dmin, reflecting the rarity of
tall, thin clouds in the data. The existence of this aspect ratio
tendency may provide useful scale lengths for parameteri-
zation development.

3.5. Comparison With Entraining Plume Models

[43] Plume depths calculated using entrainment lc =
2% km−1 provide a rough measure of convective instability,
as well as a plausible upper limit on actual convective cloud
depths in the atmosphere. The D‐Q PDFs in Figure 7 display

Figure 10. Geographical distribution of shallow cloud objects in different width ranges: (a) 500 km >
weff > 100 km, (b) 50 km > weff > 15 km, and (c) weff < 10 km.

Figure 11. Conditional PDFs of effective width weff,k for different values of cloud depth Dk and Qmax:
(a) PDFs for tropical ocean objects with Hcb < 3000 m with no restriction on cloud depth D (thin black
line), for D > 4 km (thick black line), for D > 7 km (red line), and for D > 11 km (green line); (b) same as
Figure 11a except that only plumes in deeply unstable environments (Qmax > 14 km) are included.
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a weak maximum located near located near D = Q =
15,000 m, which implies that for some population of
clouds Qmax is a good predictor of actual cloud depth.
However, for the vast majority of clouds Qmax is a drastic
overprediction of the actual depth. Possible explanations for
this overprediction are (1) the CloudSat sampling pattern,
with its sparse cross track coverage; (2) a population domi-
nated by strongly entraining clouds with most possessing
entrainment rates lc � 2% km−1; (3) a population domi-
nated by “immature” clouds, i.e., clouds that have not yet
reached their full depth; and (4) inaccuracies in the plume
calculations due either to systematic biases in the reanalyses
or to missing physics such as condensate loading [e.g., Xu
and Emanuel, 1989] or increased entrainment near cloud
top [e.g., Lin and Arakawa, 1997b]. We will not address

possibility 1 in a conclusive fashion in this study. Possi-
bilities 2–4 will be examined below.
3.5.1. Entrainment Scaling as Inverse Height
[44] The preponderance of evidence from LES and CRM

simulations suggests that entrainment varies with height,
with large values near cloud base [e.g., Lin and Arakawa,
1997a; Gregory, 2001]. The Z plume in section 2.3 attempts
to model this behavior in a simple way. We employ two sets
of parameter values in (5); a strongly entraining Z plume
with �cb = 250% km−1 and Dent = 1 km; and a weakly
entraining Z plume with �cb = 42% km−1 and Dent = 6 km.
Profiles of entrainment for the two versions of Z plume are
shown in Figure 12d.
[45] Joint PDFs of D and Q for each of the Z plumes are

shown in Figures 12a and 12b. Both are characterized by an
absence of deep plumes. The strongly entraining Z plume

Figure 12. Joint PDFs of observed cloud depths Dk (horizontal) and plume‐based instability depths Q
(vertical) for 15 months, July 2006 through September 2007, using different plume models. (a) Result for
a Z plume with �cb = 250% km−1 and Dent = 1 km, (b) the same as Figure 12a but for �cb = 42% km−1 and
Dent = 6 km, and (c) result for R plume with a = 1 and rc = 1000 m. (d) Fractional entrainment rates in %
km−1 as functions of height for the plumes in the thick solid line in Figure 12a, the thick dash‐dotted line
in Figure 12b, and the thin solid line in Figure 12c.
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(Figure 12b) produces almost no plumes deeper than 8 km,
and is frequently shallower than its corresponding CloudSat
cloud object depth, i.e., D > Q. The weakly entraining Z
plume (Figure 12b) produces more plumes with Q > 5 km,
but of these many are still well below the corresponding
cloud object depth D. Results for an R plume with a = 1 and
a globally specified rc = 1000 m are shown in Figure 12c.
The joint PDF is generally similar to that in Figure 12b
although somewhat larger numbers of plumes with Q >
10 km are evident.
[46] Figure 12 suggests that strong cloud base entrainment

rates may not accurately describe the bulk properties of
large convective clouds. This seems to be at odds with
much of the recent work on entraining plumes.
[47] However, the behavior in Figure 12 may simply

reflect the fact that larger convective clouds are composed of
multiple convective subelements [e.g., Neggers et al., 2002].

The air entrained by these subelements is likely to contain a
large proportion of cloudy air. The net entrainment of envi-
ronmental air into the cloud system may be much smaller
than for individual convective elements. Other forms of
subgrid variability not present in the reanalysis could also
result in deeper clouds with strong cloud base entrainment.
Finally, it is important to note that even though CRM and
LES studies suggest an overall z−1 behavior for entrainment
they also indicate a large spread of entrainment rates at any
particular altitude. Such variability could also change the
character of the results in Figure 12.
3.5.2. Radii Derived From Cloud Object Widths
[48] Figures 7c, 7d and 12 show that globally specifying

entrainment profiles for all clouds gives unsatisfactory
results. Low entrainment as in Figures 7c and 7d gives a
very large number of “underperforming” clouds, i.e., clouds
whose observed depth D is significantly below the corre-

Figure 13. Joint PDFs of observed cloud depths D (horizontal) and plume‐based instability depths Q
(vertical) for 15 months, July 2006 to September 2007, using plume radii based on object widths and dif-
ferent values of a (equation (4)) which controls the inverse relationship between radius and entrainment:
result for (a) a = 1, (b) a = 3.75, and (c) a = 5.
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sponding predicted plume depth Q. Imposing high entrain-
ment rates everywhere, as in Figure 12, reduces but does not
eliminate these underperformers. Worse, imposing globally
high entrainment rates leads to a relatively large population
of “overachievers,” cloud objects for which D > Q.
[49] Our cloud object analysis provides spatial properties

of clouds on an cloud‐by‐cloud basis. It is an obvious
question to ask whether specifying plume entrainment based
on the particular dimensions of each cloud can improve on
the results obtained with the plume models. It should be
emphasized again that cloud radii are not the same as those
of individual convective plumes. Nevertheless, it seems
intuitively reasonable that as the size of a convective cloud
(or complex of interacting plumes) increases the bulk frac-
tional entrainment of environmental air into the cloud will
decrease.

[50] Setting rc = weff/2 for each object with a = 1 in the R
plume should produce results similar to those of Simpson
and Wiggert [1969], although the precise relationship
between their determination of “cloud tower” radii and our
weff is unclear. The D ‐ Q PDF for these plumes is shown in
Figure 13a. The results are generally similar to those in
Figures 7c and 7d although some improvements are worth
noting. The large number of clouds with D < 2000 but Q >
10,000 m has been reduced. Lower Q values now obtain for
these clouds, presumably because they possess small weff as
well as low D. This improvement for low D is obtained
without the attendant increase in overachievers that was
observed when globally imposing high entrainment rates as
in Figure 12.
[51] Figures 13b and 13c show D‐Q PDFs using the R

plume with a = 3.75 and 5. The results for higher a are
encouraging. The joint PDFs in Figure 13 show that with
a = 1 a large number of objects with D < 5 km still acquire
plume depths Q of well over 10 km. As the assumed
entrainment rate for these objects increases with higher a,
their Q values decrease sharply. Note that with a = 5 the
entrainment rate associated with the smallest clouds in our
analysis (rc ≈ 1 km or less) will approach 100% km−1, lower
than but comparable to the largest LES‐based values for
shallow convection.
[52] Finally, we note that while these results suggest a

significant relationship between bulk entrainment rates and
cloud radius, they do not imply that the R plume is generally
superior to the Z plume or other more sophisticated plume
models. The R plume is used here because it is the simplest
model that captures decreasing entrainment for larger
clouds. It seems clear that bulk entrainment should decrease
with cloud size. However, such a dependence could be also
be incorporated in a plume model with an overall z−1‐
dependent entrainment profile.
3.5.3. Plume Model Performance Index
[53] To simplify comparisons between different plume

models or methods of specifying plume entrainment it is
useful to define a “performance index” for each cloud object
with respect to a particular plume depth prediction;

P ¼ D

Q
: ð9Þ

[54] Values of P near 1.0 indicate that the plume predic-
tion of cloud depth is reasonably good. Values less than 1.0
indicate underperformance with respect to the plume model
prediction, and P > 1 indicates that cloud depths were
measured to be greater than predicted. In calculating P we
eliminate any clouds for which Q < 2000 m. This should
reduce the impact of possibly spurious P values for shallow
clouds in weakly unstable environments. Frequency dis-
tributions of P are shown in Figure 14. Table 4 shows the
fraction of cloud objects in 4 performance categories with
respect to different plume models.
[55] Interestingly, all of the models in Figure 14a produce

P distributions that are heavily biased toward values less
than 1, even the strongly entraining Z plume. According to
Table 4, in all of the models, well over half of cloud objects
underperform with P < 0.5; that is, observed depths are less
than half of the plume prediction. The highest fraction
(31%) of drastically underperforming cloud objects, P < 0.1,

Figure 14. Distribution of performance indices P ≡ D/Q
with respect to different plume depth predictions Q.
(a) Dashed black line shows result for R plume with a = 1
and globally specified rc = 10,000 m, dashed green line is
globally specified rc = 1000 m, solid black line is object‐
based plume radii with a = 1, solid red line is a = 3.75, solid
green line is a = 5, and solid purple line Z plume with �cb =
250% km−1 and Dent = 1 km. Note that the result for Z plume
has been multiplied by 10 for clarity of display. (b) Same as
Figure 14a except that dashed lines show P distributions for
clouds with Id > 2.5: dashed black line is a = 1, dashed red
line is a = 3.75, and dashed green line is a = 5. Note vertical
scale difference between Figures 14a and 14b.
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appears for R plume with rc = 10,000 m. On the other hand,
the largest percentage (7.3%) of “overachievers,” clouds
with P > 1, is obtained with the strongly entraining Z plume.
This is nearly 10 times more than occur for any of the R
plumes with object‐based radii.
3.5.4. Attempt to Isolate “Mature” Convective Clouds
[56] Figures 12–14 show a large number of “under-

performing” clouds for all of the plume models used here. It
is possible that these clouds are simply immature or “tran-
sient” [e.g., Luo et al., 2009]. Due to the temporal sampling
of the CloudSat instrument and its companion instruments
on the A‐train, it is impossible to determine directly whether
individual cloud objects are growing or have reached
equilibrium by examining them at different times. Here we
will take a more uncertain but simpler approach exploiting
CloudSat’s unprecedented sampling of cloud vertical
structure. It seems reasonable to suppose that mature con-
vective plumes will widen with altitude, due to detrainment
and/or horizontal divergence near their level of no buoy-
ancy. Figure 1 shows examples of clouds that appear to
have reached this level, for example, the red object near
i = 2.00 × 104, and several that have not, for example, the
narrow objects near between 1.96 and 1.98 × 104.
[57] In order to detect this property we define a detrain-

ment index Id ≡ wsup/wcb, where wsup is the maximum cloud
width and wcb is the width near cloud base (Table 1 and
Figure 1, bottom). We assume that cloud objects for which
Id > 2.5 are mature and have reached their detrainment
levels. This characterization of cloud maturity is of course
open to question, and possible counterexamples are easy to
find. For example the blue and green objects between i =
2.02 and 2.04 × 104 in Figure 1 (middle), are both 15 km tall
which is approximately equal to their corresponding plume
Q values using a = 1. Yet neither has Id > 1. Nevertheless,
we contend that clouds with Id > 2.5 are at least a subset of
mature clouds that are near their maximum altitudes, even if
they do not include all such clouds.

[58] When the Id > 2.5 filter is applied to the joint PDFs in
Figure 13 we see that the large number of clouds with D =
0–5 km is no longer present (Figure 15). The joint PDFs
have been distilled into two relatively discrete populations
of clouds; one with D clustered between 4 and 8 km, and a
second deep population with D between 10 and 15 km.
These correspond roughly to the congestus and cumulo-
nimbus modes discussed in section 3.4. In fact, with Id > 2.5
the distinction between the modes is much clearer than it is
for the whole population. Distributions of performance P for
detraining/mature clouds are shown in Figure 14b and in
Table 4. It is clear that the Id > 2.5 filter has preferentially
eliminated clouds with low P in a drastic way. Numbers
have been reduced at all values of P, but reductions for P <
0.5 are close to 2 orders of magnitude, while for P between
0.8 and 1.2 the reductions are between a factor of 4 and 8.
[59] Based on Table 4, the best overall prediction for the

height of mature clouds is arguably that obtained from the R
plume with a = 5. This model yields P between 0.8 and 1.2
for over half of the population of mature clouds. Only a
relatively small fraction (0.067) of overachievers is obtained.
Nevertheless, it appears from the joint PDFs in Figure 15 that
the deep clouds with D > 10 km are better described by R
plume with a = 1 consistent with Simpson and Wiggert’s
[1969] work. For these deep clouds, R plumes with a =
3.75 and 5 underpredict depth (P > 1) in a substantial number
of cases. This is seen as an increase in frequency below the
D = Q line for D > 10 km in Figures 15b and 15c. Thus,
the higher fraction of clouds with P close to 1 for higher a
arises because the overall improved performance for the
congestus mode overwhelms the degradation observed for a
smaller number of deep clouds. This bimodal structure in the
best choice for a, where a = 1 appears to do a good job of
predicting the depth of the deepest plumes, while higher a
performs better for lower clouds is consistent with findings
of Luo et al. [2010], who obtain generally larger entrainment
rates for a congestus population in CloudSat data.
[60] Our use of Id as an indicator of convective cloud

maturity is only one of many possible indicators based on
cloud shape. Another plausible measure of convective cloud
maturity is simply size: bigger or wider clouds are likely to
be older. Examining joint PDFs of weff and P (Figure 16a)
does in fact show that wide clouds (weff > 75 km) are also
most likely to have P close to 1, although even for these
clouds a secondary peak in P near 0.2 is present. At widths
less than 50 km the peak at P ≈ 0.2 becomes increasingly
dominant. On the other hand, even when only clouds with
weff < 50 km are considered, the joint PDF of P and Id
(Figure 16b) still suggests a tendency for P→ 1 as Id
increases. The population of clouds with very low P is
restricted to values of Id < 2.0, and for Id > 2.0 the minimum
values of P rise with increasing Id. So, although Id is most
likely an imperfect indicator of cloud maturity, it appears to
be superior to cloud width alone.
[61] The total distribution of Id (Figure 16c) shows hints

of a multiple power law structure with a −2 slope at Id > 2.5
and a much steeper slope ∼−6 at smaller values of Id. It is
interesting that this cloud property should possess a rela-
tively simple distribution. The −2 tail for high Id may be a
consequence of −2 behavior for anvil widths. The steeply
decreasing behavior at small Id is a mystery.

Table 4. Fractions of Cloud Objects in Different Ranges of
Performance Ratios P = D/Qa

P < 0.1 P < 0.5 0.8 < P < 1.2 P > 1.5 N

Z Plume
�cb = 250% km−1 0.08 0.59 0.11 0.073 77,387
�cb = 42% km−1 0.11 0.64 0.11 0.044 299,765

R Plume With Globally Specified Radii
rc = 10,000 m 0.31 0.89 0.039 0.004 358,362
rc = 1000 m 0.13 0.69 0.092 0.027 354,731

With Radii Derived From Objects
a = 1 0.17 0.88 0.041 0.0002 399,079
a = 3.75 0.043 0.65 0.114 0.004 273,054
a = 5 0.035 0.56 0.157 0.009 233,282

For Objects With Detraining Character
a = 1 0.0027 0.36 0.32 0.002 14,312
a = 3.75 0.00044 0.13 0.49 0.042 13,581
a = 5 0.00008 0.09 0.52 0.067 12,892

aPerformance is calculated with respect to various plume depth
predictions Q using different plume models. First column gives relevant
parameters for the plume model. P < 0.1 through P > 1.5 give fractions
of cloud objects with P in the given range. N gives number N of cloud
objects used. All calculations use tropical ocean objects for July 2006
through September 2007. Only objects with Hcb < 3000 m are used. For
each case, only objects with Q > 2000 m are used.
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3.6. Uncertainties

[62] The disagreements between plume model predictions
and CloudSat cloud object depths could also result from
deficiencies in our plume models. These could arise either
from biases in the environmental profiles, or from missing
physics in the plume models. An exhaustive analysis of
these uncertainties will not be conducted here. However, we
will address a few of the most salient ones below.
3.6.1. Reanalysis Biases
[63] We repeated key calculations in this study using

ERA‐Interim reanalyses in place of MERRA. These two
products are known to differ in their representation of
tropical humidity [Bosilovich, 2009] especially in the mid-
troposphere where MERRA is wetter by as much as 1 g kg−1

in monthly zonal means. Nevertheless, as seen by compar-
ing Figures 7c and 7d the impact of the choice of reanalysis
on a weakly entraining plume calculation is negligible.
Table 5 summarizes correlations between Q calculated using
different plumes with MERRA and ERA‐Interim meteoro-
logical fields. The correlations generally decrease with

stronger plume entrainment, but are high for all except the
strongly entraining Z plume. Slopes of MERRA Q linearly
regressed on ERA‐Interim Q are also close to 1 except the
strongly entraining Z plume. This result is somewhat per-
plexing. With high entrainment the wetter MERRA mid-
troposphere leads to many more deep plumes than when
ERA‐Interim is used (not shown). However, the slope given
in Table 5 for the strongly entraining Z plume is shallower
than 1.0, indicating a large population with the opposite
behavior.
3.6.2. Missing Plume Physics
[64] The plume models used in this study are highly

simplified. A major flaw is the lack of condensate loading
[Xu and Emanuel, 1989] in the approximation for buoyancy
(equation (7)). We estimate the potential impact of this
loading on our results by introducing a critical threshold for
buoyancy. In other words, to be considered positively
buoyant a plume must have (hc – h*e )/cp > Tcrit. We use
Tcrit = 2 K and 5 K. This required excess buoyancy corre-
sponds roughly to condensate loadings of ql ∼ Tcrit/300 K or

Figure 15. Same as Figure 13 except that only clouds with Id > 2.5 (see text) are included in compiling
the joint PDFs.
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0.6 and 1.6 g kg−1. Joint D ‐Q PDFs for calculations using a
Z plume with a = 3.75 and these buoyancy thresholds are
shown in Figure 17. The joint D ‐ Q PDFs change very little
when the 2 K threshold is used (Figure 17b) The effect of
the 5 K threshold (Figure 17c) is more significant and
generally positive in the sense of removing many of the deep
plumes in Figure 17a with D < Q without introducing large
numbers of overachieving plumes with D > Q. Uncertainties
in the treatment of glaciation may lead to effects of similar
magnitude.
[65] Other potentially important missing plume physics

include enhanced entrainment near cloud top as discussed
by Lin and Arakawa [1997a, 1997b]. This was not used here
because it is not easily falsifiable by comparing plume
heights and CloudSat object heights. Imposing large plume
entrainment rates at the observed cloud top would likely
result in good agreement between the plume models and
observations, as long as entrainments rates below are low
enough to allow the plumes to reach the observed cloud tops
in the first place.
[66] Finally, subgrid variability could result in systematic

errors in the profiles used to force the plume calculations.
Subgrid variability in boundary layer properties [Khairoutdinov
and Randall, 2006] as well as in midtropospheric humidity
[Holloway and Neelin, 2009] has been linked causally to deep
convection. It is possible for example that the apparent inability
of the highly entraining Z plume to produce deep convection
could be reduced by invoking systematic increases in cloud‐
base moist static energy associated with subgrid variability.

4. Summary and Discussion

4.1. Cloud Statistics and Morphology

[67] One goal of this study was simply to characterize the
statistics of convective clouds in the CloudSat data. Spatial

statistics of ∼106 cloud objects derived from CloudSat radar
reflectivity data were presented. We found the following:
(1) Basic properties like cloud fraction, mean reflectivity
profiles derived from objects are consistent with those found
in previous studies. (2) Cloud widths and volumes follow a
power law distribution. (3) Cloud aspect ratios (depth:width)
are rarely greater than one. (4) Cloud depths appear con-
sistent with a trimodal distribution, although discrete modes
are not terribly well pronounced.
[68] These results confirm the utility of the object‐based

analysis of CloudSat data (finding 1), and extend earlier
work on the statistics of convective clouds (findings 2–4).
The middle mode of cloud depths, or congestus mode in the
terminology of Johnson et al. [1999], is difficult to discern.
Nevertheless, the coherent ridge in the joint PDFs, visible at
D and Ht between 5 and 8 km in Figures 8 and 9, is com-
posed of many independent 1‐D PDFs of cloud depth. The
likelihood that a such a feature is present by chance is small.

4.2. Comparisons With Entraining Plume Models

[69] A second goal of this study was to relate the spatial
statistics of convective clouds to meteorology. We used two

Figure 16. Joint PDFs of performance and (a) effective width weff and (b) detrainment index Id ≡
wsup/wcb. Performance is calculated with respect to plumes using object‐based radii and a = 3.75. The
PDFs are in terms of normalized frequency and are contoured with evenly spaced logarithmic levels from
10−6 to 10−1.5. The joint P ‐ weff PDF in Figure 16a is compiled using all clouds over tropical oceans with
Hcb < 3000 m. The joint P ‐ Id PDF in Figure 16b is compiled with the additional condition weff < 50 km.
(c) The distribution of detrainment index Id over all tropical ocean clouds.

Table 5. Correlation and Slope for Q Calculated Using MERRA
and ERA‐Interim for Background Meteorological Profilesa

Plume Model r Slope

R plume rc = 10,000 m 0.96 0.99
R plume rc = 1000 m 0.89 1.1
R plume a = 3.75 0.94 1.1
R plume a = 5 0.93 1.1
R plume �cb = 42% km−1 0.83 1.1
R plume �cb = 250% km−1 0.59 0.69

aOnly cases for which both analyses give Q > 500 m are used in the
calculations.
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entraining plume models to accomplish this: R plume, a
“classical” model with entrainment inversely related to
plume radius (equation (4)), and; Z plume, a model based on
more recent LES and CRM studies, with entrainment
inversely related to height above cloud base (equation (5)).
One version of the Z plume used a high entrainment rate
250% km−1 at cloud base (Figure 12d) as suggested by
recent LES and CRM studies of convection. Meteorological
profiles to drive these models were obtained from two dif-
ferent reanalysis products: MERRA and ERA‐Interim.
[70] 1. All of the entraining plume models overpredict

cloud depths most of the time.
[71] 2. Strong low‐level entrainment coupled with reanal-

ysis thermodynamic profiles does not allow deep plumes to
form where deep convection was actually observed by
CloudSat.
[72] 3. Better agreement between plume model predictions

and observed cloud depths is obtained by isolating observed
convective clouds that are likely mature or equilibrated. This

is accomplished by examining the ratio of maximumwidth to
cloud base width.
[73] 4. Plume model results are largely insensitive to

which reanalysis is used.
[74] 5. Sensitivity studies suggest that details such as

liquid water loading or glaciation could play a significant,
quantitative if not qualitative, role in the overall perfor-
mance of the plume models.
[75] We believe the overprediction of cloud depths

(item 1) is an interesting result. There are several possible
explanations including time dependence, inaccurate plume
or cloud physics. Evidence for the possible role of time‐
dependent effects comes from (item 3). The R plume does a
reasonable job when the population of cloud objects con-
sidered is restricted to those with maximum widths wsup

more than 2.5 × the effective cloud base width wcb (Table 4
and Figure 15). We speculate that this condition selects
clouds that have reached their detrainment levels. This
should reduce the effect of growing or “immature” clouds
on comparisons. Luo et al. [2009] have also suggested that

Figure 17. Impact of critical buoyancy on joint D‐Q PDFs for August 2006 using R plume with a =
3.75: (a) no critical buoyancy threshold, (b) threshold of 2 K, and (c) threshold of 5 K.
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transient effects may play a role in determining cloud height
statistics in CloudSat data.
[76] Missing plume physics (item 5), such as condensate

loading, may have the potential to improve plume model
performance (Figure 17). Sensitivity tests suggests that
condensate loading ∼1.5 g kg−1 could reduce the number of
plume overpredictions. Nevertheless, we would characterize
the likely improvements as quantitative rather than qualita-
tive. We note also that a number of assumptions were made
in all of the plume models (section 2.3.2) that favor deep
plumes. These include the use of the latent heat of subli-
mation in the calculation of moist static energy, and the use
of the highest level of no buoyancy to determine plume
depth rather than any intermediate ones that may be
encountered.
[77] It should be pointed out that the overprediction of

cloud depths could also be the result of large stochastic
entrainment events that terminate most convective clouds
well below the height predicted by any simple deterministic
model of entrainment. Our analysis cannot rule out this
possibility.
[78] The inability of a plume with strong low‐level

entrainment to produce reasonable numbers of deep clouds
(item 2) is also interesting. It is difficult to think of ways to
coax more deep plumes from such a model, short of
invoking very large systematic errors in the reanalysis pro-
files close to convective clouds. Such errors are possible
given subgrid variability in T and q, since convective clouds
may be likeliest to form in the wettest and warmest portions
of an analysis grid box. Other than this, item 2 suggests that
strong fractional entrainment, in a bulk sense, does not occur
in large convective clouds.
[79] Overall, it is perhaps most surprising that the simple

plume models used here, driven by relatively coarse
reanalysis fields, have any predictive power at all. Yet,
despite the large proportion of overpredicted cloud depths,
the R plume models with weak and moderate entrainment,
and radii derived from the observed cloud objects them-
selves, appear to capture some gross aspects of observed
cloud height statistics. Predictions of Qmax using either
reanalysis are good predictors of the upper limit on actual
convective cloud depths. Refining this calculation to
include a crude dependence of entrainment on cloud size
improves the performance of the plume model. Finally,
limiting attention to clouds that appear to be detraining
results in good agreement between the plume models and
observations.
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